If p(z) = 2?=o flvZv is a polynomial of degree n having all its zeros in \z\-K^l, then it is known that max|2|=i |/»'(z)|s£ (n/(l+ÄO)max|j|=i \p(z)\. In this paper we consider the case when K > 1 and obtain a sharp result.
1. The following result is due to Turan [4] .
Theorem A. If ' p(z) is a polynomial of degree n having all its zeros in \z\ = l then (1) fnax|/>'(z)|^max|p(z)|.
The result is sharp and equality holds in (I) if all the zeros of p(z) lie on
More generally if p(z)=anY["=i (z-zf) is a polynomial of degree n having all its zeros in \z\ = K=l, then
\p'(eie)\ = (r,/(I + K))\p(eie)\, Öreal.
Choosing 0 such that |/j(e!fl)| = maX|2|=1 \p(z)\, we get (2) max \p'(z)\ = -JLmax \p(z)\. \z\=\ 1 + K m=i In (2) equality holds for the polynomialp(z) = ((z+K)/(l+K))n.
The above argument does not hold for K>1 for then Re(ete/(e'e-zf)) may not be =l/(l+K).
Another proof of (2) i$ given in [2] where it is deduced by applying the following result (for another proof see [1, Theorem C, p. 503]) to the polynomial znp(l/z). Theorem B. If p(z) is a polynomial of degree n, with \p(z)\ = \ on \z\ _ 1 and p(z) has no zero in the disk \z\ < K, K= 1, then for \z\ _ 1,
The result is best possible and equality in (3) holds for p(z) = ((z+K)¡(\ + K))n.
Thus again the question as to what happens to (2) if K> 1 remains unanswered. We settle the case K> 1 by proving the following theorem.
Theorem.
If p(z)=^"=0avzv is a polynomial of degree n with maX|Z|=1 \p(z)\ = \ andp(z) has all its zeros in the disk \z\=K, K = \, then
The result is best possible with equality for the polynomial p(z) = (zn+Kn)l(\+Kn).
For K>\ the extremal polynomial turns out to be of the form (zn+Kn)l(\+Kn) whereas for K<\ it has the form ((z+K)l(\+K))n.
Thus 1 is a critical value of K for the problem under consideration and one should not expect the same kind of reasoning to work both for K< 1 andfor.K>l.
2. For the proof of the theorem, we need the following lemmas. Lemma 1. If p(z) = 2"=o a^ ¡s a polynomial of degree n having all its zeros in the disk \z\<K, K=\ then for 0=6<2tt, \p'(K2eie)\=Kn~2\q'(eie)\, whknq(z)=zn(p(\\z))~.
Proof of Lemma 1. The polynomial Px(z)=p(Kz) has all its zeros in the unit disk |z|_l and so the polynomial Qx(z)=zn(Px(\lz))~= zn(p(Klz))~=Knq(z¡K) has all its zeros in |z| = l. Since \Px(z)\ = \Qx(z)\ on |z| = l, it follows that \Qx(z)\ = \Px(z)\ for |z|^l. Hence ßi^)-^i(z) has all its zeros in |z|< 1 if |X\> 1. It then follows by the Gauss-Lucas theorem that all the zeros of the polynomial Q'x(z)-XP'x(z) also lie in |z|< 1, which implies that \Q'x(z)\ = \P[(z)\ for |z|^l.
In particular K^q'(eiB)\< K\p'(K2eie)\ and the lemma follows. Choosing z on |z| = l for which \p(z)\ becomes maximum, we get maX|2,=1 \p'(z)\=n/2 and the lemma follows. 
